
Techtel Brand OpinionMap 4Q07 Hardware Brands
Note
Techtel surveys Tech Buyers each quarter to find awareness and opinion of brands and companies.  These Brand OpinionMaps show certain results.

Michael F Kelly
Note
Brand OpinionMap shows the Quantity of Opinion (horiz) and Quality of Opinion (vert) for various hardware brands.  Note, for example, that only about half as many people in the business market know enough about Lenovo as Dell or HP to have formed an opinion, and those who have an opinion of Lenovo is less positive than the other brands. Lenovo must take action to raise the quantity and quality of its opinion in the market to be competitive. 

Michael F Kelly Advice to Sun
Note
Over time, Sun has fallen from its high level to a low point in 2005 and has since regained some of its loss in both quantity and quality of opinion.  From the main chart, it's still in the ball park of opinion with other hardware brands.  Sun's job is to make its brand relevant again.

Michael F Kelly Advice to Lenovo
Note
Lenovo, since buying the IBM PC line, has made progress in spreading the quantity of opinion from 21% in 2005 to 45% in 2007, and excellent achievement.  Its job now is to raise the quality of opinion via relevant differentiation while it continues to spread awareness and opinion.

Michael F Kelly Advice to Dell
Note
Opinion of Dell in the business market, as of 4Q07 had fallen without signs of slowing or repair for two years. They needed to find the reasons and fix them. This will eventually improve the opinion of those who hear about the fix's and are convinced Dell has changed.  Many will harbor caution so that Trust of Dell is not likely to recover as fast as opinion might.  

About Techtel and Michael F Kelly
Note
Michael F Kelly is the CEO of Techtel.These analyses are available from Techtel for over 60 companies each quarter (click here to see if you are currently tracked - if not, we can add you.)  




